We used literature data on the differences in albumin concentrations between patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) and healthy volunteers to explore whether the estimated differences in unbound fractions (fu) in our subjects were physiologically plausible. Based on our modeled fu estimates, we back-calculated the ratio of albumin concentrations between patients with CF and healthy volunteers. This ratio was compared to literature data on albumin concentrations in both subject groups.
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where the fu(HV) is the unbound fraction in healthy volunteers and fu(CF) the unbound fraction in patients with CF. When inserting the estimates for female healthy volunteers [fu(HV) = 0.545] and female patients with CF [fu(CF) = 0.744], this yielded a 2.42-fold higher albumin concentration in female healthy volunteers compared to female patients with CF. For males, albumin concentrations were predicted to be 1.39-fold higher in healthy volunteers compared to patients with CF. Plasma albumin concentrations of approximately 2.49 g/dL were reported for patients with CF, depending on their degree of morbidity [2] [3] [4] [5] . The normal range of albumin concentrations in healthy volunteers is 3.4-5.4 g/dL. This yields a range from 1.37 to 2.17 for the ratio of albumin concentrations in healthy volunteers divided by that in patients with CF. This range was in good agreement with the back-calculated ratios (1.39 and 2.42) based on the estimated unbound fractions from our population PK modeling. Thus, the estimated differences in the unbound fraction were physiologically plausible. a : Between subject variability reported as apparent coefficient of variation of a normal distribution on natural logarithmic scale. The relative standard errors (SE%) refer to the estimated variances. b : Calculated based on the estimated renal and nonrenal clearances. c : Calculated as the sum of the three estimated volumes of distribution. d : Unbound fraction was fixed to 0.5 in male healthy volunteers based on literature data. The population means of the remaining three unbound fractions were estimated separately for males and females with a small fixed between subject variability (5% coefficient of variation). 
